Support for database searching
Advice on patent searching
Access to scientific and technical documents with the metasearch engine DiscoveryUPC and the eBIB service
Search for specialised information
Bibliographic reference managers
Advice on research data management
UPC document and interlibrary loans
Biblioguides with specialized information resources by thematic areas

Open science: open-access publishing
- Open access
- Transformative agreements and grants to publish in open access (APCs)
- Signature and institutional affiliation
- Intellectual property, author’s rights and ethical use of information
- Advice on writing articles, theses, contribution to conferences

FAIR research data
- Data Management Plan (DMP)
- Research data publishing in CORA.RDR y UPCommons
- Rights and licenses

Visibility, impact & assessment
- Revision of the quality of publications in DRAC
- Visibility and impact of research: FUTUR, UPCommons, GEOCommons and GEODoctorat
- Accreditation and assessment of research
- Researcher profiles: ORCID and other identifiers
- Metrics and elaboration of bibliometric reports

Research projects (Horizon Europe, ERC, Spanish National Plan...)
- Compliance with open access requirements for research publications and data and support for the preparation of the Data Management Plan (DMP)
- Journals with open-access publishing: conditions, embargoes, licences and fees
- Dissemination of results: videos, social networks, exhibitions, etc.

Information search & management
- Support for database searching
- Advice on patent searching
- Access to scientific and technical documents with the metasearch engine DiscoveryUPC and the eBIB service
- Search for specialised information
- Bibliographic reference managers
- Advice on research data management
- UPC document and interlibrary loans
- Biblioguides with specialized information resources by thematic areas

Training courses
- Workshops within the training offer of ICE
- Support for doctoral candidates
- Information on free external training

Research heritage conservation
- UPCommons and Research portal of Catalonia (PRC)
- Doctoral theses defended at the UPC
- UPC Digital Archive (MDUPC)
- Antique collections
- Heritage architectural collections

Facilities & meeting spaces
- Study rooms and facilities for meetings, exhibitions and conferences
- Lending of laptops, video cameras, etc.
- Research Café: informal meetings for researchers at the library

Do not hesitate to contact your library!
RESEARCH SERVICE CHARTER.
UPC Libraries

Publishing

Research projects (Horizon Europe, ERC, Spanish National Plan...)
- Compliance with open access requirements for research publications and data and support for the preparation of the Data Management Plan (DMP)
- Journals with open-access publishing: conditions, embargoes, licences and fees
- Dissemination of results: videos, social networks, exhibitions, etc.

Open science: open-access publishing
- Open access
- Transformative agreements and grants to publish in open access (APCs)
- Signature and institutional affiliation
- Intellectual property, author’s rights and ethical use of information
- Advice on writing articles, theses, contribution to conferences

FAIR research data
- Data Management Plan (DMP)
- Research data publishing in CORA.RDR y UPCCommons
- Rights and licenses

Visibility, impact & assessment
- Revision of the quality of publications in DRAC
- Visibility and impact of research: FUTUR, UPCCommons, GEOCommons and GEODoctorat
- Accreditation and assessment of research
- Researcher profiles: ORCID and other identifiers
- Metrics and elaboration of bibliometric reports

Researching

Information search & management
- Support for database searching
- Advice on patent searching
- Access to scientific and technical documents with the metasearch engine DiscoveryUPC and the eBIB service
- Search for specialised information
- Bibliographic reference managers
- Advice on research data management
- UPC document and interlibrary loans
- Biblioguides with specialized information resources by thematic areas

Training courses
- Workshops within the training offer of ICE
- Support for doctoral candidates
- Information on free external training

Spreading and conservation

Research heritage conservation
- UPCCommons and Research portal of Catalonia (PRC)
- Doctoral theses defended at the UPC
- UPC Digital Archive (MDUPC)
- Antique collections
- Heritage architectural collections

Facilities & meeting spaces
- Study rooms and facilities for meetings, exhibitions and conferences
- Lending of laptops, video cameras, etc.
- Research Café: informal meetings for researchers at the library

Do not hesitate to contact your library!

info.biblioteques@upc.edu